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It's OK to play with needlesI Felt Awesome shows you how to turn traditional needle-felting

techniques into irreverent felted fun. Moxie's playful and cheeky sense of humor will needle you into

taking your felting beyond traditional motifs, and decorate yourself and your home with feisty

designs of wearable, playable and coffee table-worthy objects. Get started with:Step-by-step

instructions for 35 projects, including a felted spike bracelet, bendy and boingy toys and

larger-than-life home dÃƒÂ©cor featuring fruit and more.Traditional needle-felting techniques lay the

groundwork for uncommon materials like magnets, plastic toy parts and bendable wires.Wool roving

and felting needles are all you need to get started&#151helpful tips show handy shortcuts that still

produce fantastic results. Get friendly with fiber, and tell all your friends "I Felt Awesome."
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I saw an interview with the author and liked her so much I had to find her book. Sadly, it's a bit too

quirky for me but I wish she was my neighbor!



We just discovered felting - it is fun. Wanted to get a book for design ideas and basic instructions,

and after the 10th book with instructions on how to make bunnies, puppies and kittens I ran into this

one! Not that there is anything wrong with bunnies, they are cute - but how many of them can you

make before it gets boring? This book gives out-of-the box ideas. Not all the designs will be to

everyone's liking (making a cigar out of felt is as appealing to me as a spoonfull of castor oil), but

that could probably be said of any project book. On the other hand, some of the projects are really

fun and creative (bracelets, monsters, yo-yos), and make you realize there is a world of possibilities

out there.As other reviewers pointed out, most of the projects focus on 3d objects, but it gives the

basics on how to felt flat objects too. There are not a lot of patterns to cut and follow exactly - but

lots of whimsical ideas that you can modify, or elaborate on, and all the basic information you need

to take off creating designs of your own.I would recommend this book to anyone looking for clear

instructions, and out of the ordinary ideas.

I am the proud owner of over a dozen MadebyMoxie finger puppets and two way cool rings. When I

heard a book was in the works, and soon to be released I was so excited! THIS BOOK ROCKS!!! It

exceeded my expectations. This is a fun book! Here is what I liked ... Very, very informative as to

the tools and instruction. (It is like Moxie is right there walking you through everything.) The tone is

TOTAL humor! (You can tell this gal loves what she does.) The projects are varied enough that

there is something for everyone. PLUS each project shows a different process and gives more tips.

All of this is done with bold, colorful photos, and tons of energy. The title of the book really says it

perfectly ... Tips and Tricks ... she has a ton of them. I also liked the resources listed at the end of

the book. When you get YOUR copy make sure you don't miss the bottom of page 142. Thanks

Moxie! I "felt" awesome reading your book! When is the next awesome book coming out! MORE

PROJECTS!

I just bought this book a couple of weeks ago. Of course, I'm not making the actual projects LOL but

as a n00b to felting with her own ideas of what she wants to accomplish, this book has been

extremely helpful and I'm made numerous things (beads, a bangle similar to the one in the book,

working now on a diorama in a teacup!) that I could never have done until I got the book. Eventually,

I will get around to making the projects because they look like fun.I also really enjoyed the author's

silly humor - she made me laugh several times while I was reading it.

Great product. Thank you so much!



I've been looking for a book to get me started on felting. The videos on youtube just weren't doing it

for me. This book took me from, "whaaaaaaa?" to "ooooohhhhh, I get it now" in a matter of minutes.

Since everyone learns differently, I suggest using the 'search this book' feature and see if Moxie

gets through to you like she did for me. I don't know that I would do the projects in this book

(although the voodoo doll earrings are pretty danged cool), but it was fun seeing what someone who

thinks outside of the traditional has done with felt. Warning: This is a highly addictive craft! You've

been warned ;)

Being a new felter, I bought this book on a whim. Aside from the wonderfully clear (yet not

condescending) instructions, it would have been totally worth it just for the Voodoo doll earrings. I'm

still laughing, so I can't start making them yet or I will end up poking myself.

I have to say, I love Moxie's sense of humor and her quirkiness. She says she's a self-taught needle

felter and this has become a nice addition to my set of books. Her projects are fantastic and fit right

in with my bizarre sense of humor. (Sheep of the Dead Finger Puppet!!) I've learned how to turn

some of my felted "stuff" into jewelry and look for unique things to add to my felting.Thanks for

writing such an entertaining book!
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